Knock the competition flat
Bowling and Specialty Pins

pins
Qubicaamf is recognized as the
world’s leading manufacturer of
high scoring, incredibly durable
and extremely attractive pins.
When pins crash and fall, registers ring and bowling
centers thrive.
Our AMFlite II continues to shatter tournament
records. Our AMFlite Pinnacle tops the industry.
Our colored pins and birthday pins get more vibrant
and creative year after year. And our trophy pins are
treasured by all.

AMFlite II Pins
The standard of excellence against
which all other pins are measured.
Made in America from the finest hardwood maple
and 100% kiln-dried, these are the most durable,
highest-scoring pins on the market, shattering one
tournament record after another.
Strictly premium-quality, they feature our
exclusive compression-molded construction,
which results in a larger wooden core that
extends pin life and boosts scoring.
They offer a patented lock-in base that stays in
place for the life of the pin to reduce sliding.
And they’re finished with a custom topcoat for
longer life, an improved appearance and better
performance in all machines.

Pinnacle pins
As the name implies, Pinnacle is our top-of-the-line
pin, made with only straight-grain white maple, and
inspired by a 30-year legacy of success with our bestselling AMFlite II series.
They feature 50% more Surlyn in the ball impact area
to reduce core compression and extend pin life, plus
a specially formulated lock-in base to reduce sliding.
They come with a two-year or 10,000-game warranty,
assuring you of a solid long-term investment.

Trophy Pins
Available in clear or colored styles, trophy pins have a
far greater Wow’ factor than more traditional prizes,
are an excellent promotional opportunity when
customized with your center name, a sponsor’s name
or corporate logo, and make a fascinating conversation
piece.
Be sure to give the award that keeps them talking
about your place—long after they roll the last
ball.

PINNACLE (N):
the highest level or
degree attainable:
“The Peak of
Perfection”

Colored Pins
Colored pins offer one of the easiest, most
effective marketing opportunities available
to your center. And QubicaAMF provides the
most dazzling multi-hued array of pins in the
business—perfect for glow-in-dark Xtreme™
bowling environments. Bowlers like the
excitement and diversity. And operators like
you appreciate the traditional durability you’ve
come to expect.

Custom Logo Pins
Looking to set your center apart? Have
special guests or a special event you want to
commemorate? Consider ordering QubicaAMF
custom logo pins. We’ll imprint either birthday
and award pins at no extra charge with a
minimum order of just 10 sets. It’s a great
idea—and a great value too!

EXCLUSIVE

Bowlopolis®* Pins
QubicaAMF is your only source for logoed pins designed to enhance your
Bowlopolis® program and complement our Bowler Entertainment System (BES).
Trust us. Kids adore them. And so will you when you book all that repeat business!

* Must be a Bowlopolis® Registered BPAA customer to purchase.
Bowlopolis® is a registered trademark of the Bowling Proprietors’ Association of America and the United States Bowling Congress, Inc.
Bowlopolis available in USA only.
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Birthday Pins
Birthday bowling is one of the fastest growing promotions in the industry. So why not present a great keepsake
for the guest of honor, and a terrific new revenue stream for your business? Choose from an entry-level pin,
multi-colored logo pin, or QubicaAMF Themed Birthday Pins tied to our Bowler Entertainment System (BES)
environments—Oceano, Prehistorica or Fairy Tales.
Birthday Pins are made from a refurbished core and recoated in Surlyn. We can even customize the reverse side
with your center logo to remind bowlers to come back to your center again!
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